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ABSTRACT
Context. The elliptical galaxy NGC 3923 is surrounded by numerous stellar shells that are concentric arcs centered on the galactic
core. They are very likely a result of a minor merger and they consist of stars in nearly radial orbits. For a given potential, the shell
radii at a given time after the merger can be calculated and compared to observations. The Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) is
a theory that aims to solve the missing mass problem by modifying the laws of classical dynamics in the limit of small accelerations.
Hernquist & Quinn (1987b) claimed that the shell distribution of NGC 3923 contradicted MOND, but Milgrom (1988) found several
substantial insufficiencies in their work.
Aims. We test whether the observed shell distribution in NGC 3923 is consistent with MOND using the current observational knowl-
edge of the shell number and positions and of the host galaxy surface brightness profile, which supersede the data available in the
1980s when the last (and negative) tests of MOND viability were performed on NGC 3923.
Methods. Using the 3.6 µm bandpass image of NGC 3923 from the Spitzer space telescope we construct the mass profile of the galaxy.
The evolution of shell radii in MOND is then computed using analytical formulae. We use 27 currently observed shells and allow for
their multi-generation formation, unlike the Hernquist & Quinn one-generation model that used the 18 shells known at the time.
Results. Our model reproduces the observed shell radii with a maximum deviation of ∼ 5% for 25 out of 27 known shells while
keeping a reasonable formation scenario. A multi-generation nature of the shell system, resulting from successive passages of the
surviving core of the tidally disrupted dwarf galaxy, is one of key ingredients of our scenario supported by the extreme shell radial
range. The 25 reproduced shells are interpreted as belonging to three generations.
Key words. Gravitation – Methods: analytical – Galaxies: elliptical and lenticular, cD – Galaxies: formation – Galaxies: individual:
NGC 3923 – Galaxies: kinematics and dynamics
1. Introduction
1.1. Modified Newtonian Dynamics
Numerous observations suggest that the magnitude of accelera-
tion of a body, a, moving in a gravitational field is often tightly
related to the magnitude of the Newtonian gravitational accel-
eration produced by the known forms of matter, aN (Famaey &
McGaugh 2012). This relation says that a = aN if aN  a0,
and a =
√
aNa0 if aN  a0, where a0 ≈ 10−10 m s−2 (Mil-
grom 1983a,b,c). The existence of this relation is unexpected in
the universe governed by general relativity and dark matter. In
contrast with the dark matter, the baryons also are transported
by non-gravitational processes (supernova explosions, gas cloud
collisions, matter transport by AGN, etc.). Moreover, the amount
of baryonic matter is often negligible in comparison with dark
matter. Therefore, it is surprising when the baryons alone seem
to determine the dynamics of the system. This can be clearly
seen on the example of the outskirts of disk galaxies, where
the rotational curves of molecular gas can be predicted, includ-
ing small details, from the distribution of the extremely rar-
efied baryonic matter. This behavior is the motivation for the hy-
pothesis of Modified Newtonian Dynamics (MOND) (Milgrom
1983c). It tries to explain the missing mass problem by a modi-
fication of the laws of the Newtonian dynamics for accelerations
lower than a0. In this way, it eliminates or greatly reduces the
need to postulate the existence of the dark matter.
Several MOND theories have been built. Generally,
a MOND theory has to reduce to conventional Newtonian dy-
namics in the limit of a0 → 0 (similarly as the quantum theory
reduces to classical physics for ~ → 0). In the opposite limit
a0 → ∞, G → 0 with Ga0 fixed, the space-time scaling sym-
metry emerges. For a system consisting of massive particles mi,
i = 1, 2, . . . ,N, it means that if the equations of the theory are
valid for the trajectories ri(t), then they also hold for the trajecto-
ries λri(λt) (Milgrom 2009). It can be shown that this behavior is
an equivalent description of the law a =
√
a0aN for a point mass
moving in a spherically symmetric gravitational field. A list of
many MOND theories can be found in the thorough review of
MOND by Famaey & McGaugh (2012). The theoretical motiva-
tion for this modification is still missing. It is unclear whether
MOND is a modification of gravity or a modification of inertia.
In the first case, the acceleration of a body depends only on the
instantaneous value of the gravitational acceleration at its posi-
tion; in the second case it generally depends on the full trajectory
of the body (Milgrom 2006).
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To avoid the necessity of solving the partial differential equa-
tions of the fully fledged MOND theories, the algebraic relation
aµ
(
a
a0
)
= aN (Milgrom 1983c) is employed frequently. Here µ(x)
is the interpolating function satisfying µ(x) ≈ 1 for x  1, and
µ(x) ≈ x for x  1. In the known modified gravity theories, the
algebraic relation is precise for test particles moving in the grav-
itational field of a spherically symmetric matter distribution and
several other highly symmetric types of systems (see, e.g., Brada
& Milgrom 1994). However, it is well known it cannot constitute
a general law of dynamics; for example one can easily prove the
momentum is not conserved for an isolated system made of two
particles with different masses.
In spite of the missing theoretical grounds, MOND was re-
markably successful on the scale of groups of galaxies and
smaller. It naturally explains the baryonic Tully-Fisher (Milgrom
1983a; McGaugh 2011) and Faber-Jackson (Milgrom 1983a;
Sanders 2010) relations. The modified dynamics gained respect
thanks to its ability to predict rotational curves of disk galax-
ies on the basis of their visible mass distribution (see, e.g.,
Figs. 21-27 in Famaey & McGaugh 2012), even under strong
observational constraints (Angus et al. 2012). Ellipticals are of-
ten embedded in gravitational fields that are too strong for the
MOND effects to show up. The rare exceptions are NGC 720 and
NGC 1521 in which Milgrom (2012) verified the MOND expec-
tations on the distribution of X-ray gas. The modified dynamics
successfully explains the rotational curves of tidal dwarf galax-
ies, which is a problematic task for the dark matter theory (Gen-
tile et al. 2007). The MONDian numerical self-consistent simu-
lations of individual disk galaxies as well as interacting galaxies
by Tiret & Combes (2008) show the observed morphology. An-
other example is the high collision velocity of the Bullet Clus-
ter, which is much higher than the escape speed predicted by
the classical dynamics with dark matter. On the contrary, this
velocity is not extraordinary for colliding galactic clusters in
the MOND cosmological simulations (Angus & Diaferio 2011).
The escape velocity from the Milky Way is compatible with the
MOND prediction (Wu et al. 2008). According to Lüghausen
et al. (2013), MOND reproduces the qualitative properties of the
rotational curves of polar ring galaxies. MOND predictions have
also been confirmed for gravitational lensing by isolated galaxies
(Milgrom 2013).
On the other hand, MOND itself does not suffice to explain
the missing mass problem on the scales of galaxy clusters and
higher. A possible solution is to add hot dark matter in the form
of sterile neutrinos (Angus et al. 2008; Famaey et al. 2008).
These problems could disappear after we find the final MOND
theory.
1.2. Shell galaxies
Shells in galaxies are arc-like sharp-edged faintly-glowing fea-
tures, which are centered on the galactic core (Fig. 1). The shells
are widely believed to be remnants of minor galactic mergers.
The formation scenario was first proposed by Quinn (1983) and
further discussed by Quinn (1984) and others. A small low-mass
galaxy, the secondary, encounters a much bigger and more mas-
sive galaxy, the primary. When the secondary gets close to the
center of the primary, it is partly or totally disrupted by tidal
forces. The stripped stars start to freely move in the potential
well of the primary. When they reach the apocenters of their or-
bits, they slow down and form kinematical density waves which
are observed as the shells. If the core of the secondary survives
the first passage through the primary galaxy, it is decelerated by
Fig. 1. NGC 3923 is an example of a Type I shell galaxy and the object
of our study. The image comes from Malin & Carter (1983).
dynamical friction. It can start oscillating in the potential well of
the primary. Each time, it goes through the primary center it loses
part of its stars and so gives rise to another generation of shells.
Typically, the luminosity of the shells constitutes small percent-
age of the host galaxy luminosity (e.g., Prieur 1988; Dupraz &
Combes 1986). Thus we judge that the secondary had to have
mass of several percent of the mass of the primary.
A special kind of shell galaxy, the Type I (Wilkinson et al.
1987), is characterized by its regularity (see Fig. 1). The shells
form an axially symmetric structure, the axis of which coincides
with the major axis of the host galaxy. The shells are confined
by a double cone centered at the galactic core. When sorted ac-
cording to the distance from the galaxy center, almost every shell
lies on the opposite side of the galaxy from its immediate prede-
cessor and successor. This property is called the interleaving in
radius. Type I shell galaxies most likely result from nearly radial
mergers along the major axis of the primary (Hernquist & Quinn
1988, 1989).
Type I shell systems can be useful for constraining the po-
tential of the host galaxy on the basis of the positions of the
shells (Hernquist & Quinn 1987b), because a relation exists that
allows the shell radii to be calculated for a given potential at a
given moment after the merger. To derive this relation, we can
restrict ourselves to particles moving along the major axis of the
galaxy, since the edges of shells form surfaces close to spheri-
cal caps. To proceed analytically, a simplifying assumption has
to be introduced. All the stars that form the shells are released
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from the primary center at the same moment and their velocity
vectors point in the same direction. In other words, the consid-
ered stars differ only by their velocity modulus at the moment
of they are released. The shell edges are made of stars reaching
their apocenters. The number of a shell, n = 0, 1, 2, . . ., is the
number of complete oscillations performed by these stars since
the moment they were released. An oscillation is defined as the
movement between two subsequent apocenters; for example, the
zeroth shell is made of stars near their first apocenter because
they are just finishing one half of an oscillation. To a first ap-
proximation, at a time t after the decay of the secondary, the
radius of a shell can be calculated as the radius at which stars
just reach their apocenter (Quinn 1984). The n-th shell is thus
approximately located at distance rA,n from the center of the pri-
mary satisfying the equation
t = P(rA,n)(n + 1/2), (1)
where P(r) denotes the period of radial oscillation at the galac-
tocentric radius r (i.e., 2× the free fall time). We note that the
shells with high numbers are located at smaller galactocentric
radii than those with lower numbers and that shells increase their
radii with time. The value of P(r) can be calculated from the pri-
mary potential φ by the relation
P(r) =
√
2
∫ r
0
[
φ(r) − φ(x)]−1/2 dx. (2)
The positions of shells calculated by the relations (1) and (2) are
in good agreement with our test-particle simulations (see Ebrová
et al. 2012, Sect. 6, for their description). A further improvement
can be reached by performing a correction. The conservation of
energy requires for each particle that
rS,n = φ−1
[
φ(rA,n) − 12v
2
S,n
]
, (3)
where rS,n is the corrected radius of the n-th shell, vS,n the veloc-
ity of the particles on its edge, and φ−1 the inverse of φ. We do
not offer the analytical expression for vS,n. However, it can be ap-
proximated by the phase velocity of apocenters vA,n because the
two velocities are very similar (see Ebrová et al. 2012, Table 1).
The derivative of Eq. (1) with respect to t yields
vS,n ≈ vA,n = 1
(n + 1/2) dP(r)dr
∣∣∣
r=rA,n
. (4)
Using test-particle simulations, we have verified that this approx-
imation works almost precisely. The simulations show that the
shells with odd numbers tend to appear on the side of the pri-
mary galaxy that lies in the direction of the arrival of the sec-
ondary while the even shells appear on the opposite side. To take
this property into account, we will hereafter take rS,n as positive
for even n and as negative for odd n.
Self-consistent simulations show that formation of shells in
several generations is common (Cooper et al. 2011; Bartošková
et al. 2011; Seguin & Dupraz 1996). For the minor merger
model, this manner of formation is actually needed to explain the
high radial ranges observed in shell galaxies (the radial range is
the ratio of radii of the innermost and the outermost shell); for
example, in our test-particle simulations (Ebrová et al. 2012) and
that of Dupraz & Combes (1986), where the shells are forced to
form in a single generation, more than ten shells are never visi-
ble. If the secondary core survives a passage through the primary
center, it loses part of its kinetic energy by dynamical friction, so
the shells formed in the subsequent generation lie in lower range
of radii.
Shell formation is a complex process. The disruption of the
secondary is actually a gradual rather than an instantaneous
event. The secondary is also affected by dynamical friction dur-
ing its decay. These processes can have an impact on the distri-
bution of shells (Dupraz & Combes 1986; Ebrová et al. 2010).
However, the self-consistent simulations of Bartošková et al.
(2011), Fig. 1, show that these effects cause a shift of the shells
of less than 10%. In MOND, furthermore, the dynamical fric-
tion tends to be lower than in the analogous system with dark
matter (Tiret & Combes 2008). On the other hand, the disruption
of the secondary in MOND is probably more gradual than in the
classical dynamics because of the external field effect (Milgrom
1988).
1.3. NGC 3923 and MOND
The galaxy NGC 3923, the main object of interest in this study,
is an E4–5 Type I shell galaxy in the Hydra constellation. It is a
record object among shell galaxies for the number of shells sur-
rounding it: 27 shells have been found so far. It hosts the greatest
known shell in the Universe with a radius of ∼ 130 kpc. It is also
exceptional for the radial range of its shells which is 65. All of
which makes NGC 3923 the most studied shell galaxy.
Hernquist & Quinn (1987a) reported, that the distribution of
shells in NGC 3923 contradicts MOND. Modeling the galaxy
with a de Vaucouleurs sphere, they derived the relation between
the shell numbers and their radii using Eqs. (1) and (2). Their
method required that the shell system be formed in a single gen-
eration and that the all existing shells be observed except of those
father from the galactic center than the biggest known shell.
However, Milgrom (1988) found several substantial deficiencies
in their analysis, some of which concerned the assumptions of
Hernquist and Quinn, which were too strong and probably in-
correct. Others pointed to their method, because it can lead to
incorrect conclusions if Eqs. (1) and (2) do not work precisely.
The method is also sensitive to observational errors in the shell
radii. To our knowledge, shell galaxies have not been investi-
gated in the context of MOND since that time. At the time when
Hernquist & Quinn (1987a) published their paper, only 18 shells
were known. Further observations discovered new shells (Prieur
1988 and Sikkema et al. 2007), so that we know 27 shells around
NGC 3923 today.
In this paper we test whether the shell system of NGC 3923 is
consistent with the prediction of MOND gravity. To this aim, we
calculated the radii of shells for this galaxy expected in MOND.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 we describe the
observational data used for the calculations (shell radii and char-
acteristics of NGC 3923). In Sect. 3 we give a description of the
gravitational potential model used for NGC 3923. Section 4 in-
cludes description and analysis of the shell radii calculations.
And finally, we discuss and summarize our results in Sects. 5
and 6, respectively.
2. Input data
We use the set of shell positions given in the second column of
Table 1. The shells with the “+” sign lie on the northern side
of the galaxy and those with “−” on the southern. The data for
shell distances greater than 130′′ are taken from Prieur (1988),
the rest from Sikkema et al. (2007). It is not easy to say where
the edge of a shell for an observed galaxy lies exactly, because
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Table 1. Shells of NGC 3923
Label d [′′] G n o dmodel [′′] ∆ [%]
a +1170 I 2 −1 +1178 0.7
b −840 I 3 −1 −845 0.6
c +630 I 4 −1 +658 4.5
d −520 I 5 −1 −539 3.6
e +365 I 8 −1 +349 4.5
f −280 II 2 1 −275 1.8
g +203 II 3 1 +198 2.5
h −148.5 II 4 1 −155.2 4.5
i +147.3 II 4 1 +155.2 5.1
j +128.1 II 5 1 +127.6 0.4
k −103.6 II 6 1 −108.4 4.6
l +99.9 II 7 1 +94.5 5.4
m −79.6 II 8 1 −83.9 5.4
n +72.8 II 9 1 +75.4 3.6
o −67.0 II 10 1 −68.6 2.3
p +64.1 III 6 −1 +64.0 0.1
q +60.4 II 11 1 +62.9 4.1
r −55.5 III 7 −1 −55.9 0.7
s +51.2 III 8 −1 +49.7 3.0
t −44.0 III 9 −1 −44.8 1.8
u +41.5 III 10 −1 +40.8 1.6
v −37.7 III 11 −1 −37.5 0.5
w +34.3 III 12 −1 +34.7 1.1
x +29.3 III 14 −1 +30.2 3.0
y −28.7 III 15 −1 −28.3 1.3
A +19.4 IV ? 1 ? ?
B −18.0 IV ? 1 ? ?
Notes. d – the observed distance of the shell from the center of
NGC 3923, data taken from Prieur (1988) and Sikkema et al. (2007).
The plus sign means that the shell is situated on the northern side of
the galaxy and minus on the southern; n – identified shell number; G –
identified shell generation; o – the sign of generation; dmodel – modeled
distance of the shell; ∆ – relative difference between observed and mod-
eled distance.
it is always blurry (see, e.g., Figs. 3 and D.4 in Sikkema et al.
2007). The observers measured the position of the maximum of
brightness, which does not necessarily need to be the same as
the position of the edge. This uncertainty of radii of the shells
reaches several percent. The shell edges form almost spherical
caps. Therefore, the three-dimensional radius of a shell must be
the same as the projected one.
There are five direct distance measurements of NGC 3923
from Earth on NED (The NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database)1
that are all based on the surface brightness fluctuation method.
The distance varies from 19.9 to 24.0 Mpc with the median of
22.9 Mpc. In the following, we will use the value of 23 Mpc.
Our goal will be to calculate the shell radii time evolution in
NGC 3923 using Eqs. (1)–(4) in MOND. This requires a model
of the mass distribution of the galaxy, which we derive by de-
projecting the observed radial surface brightness profile while
assuming a constant mass-to-light ratio, M/L.
To derive the radial surface brightness profile, we used a
flux-calibrated image of NGC 3923 from the Spitzer Space Tele-
scope archive. The image is a mosaic made from 120 individ-
ual frames obtained with the InfraRed Array Camera (IRAC,
see Fazio et al. 2004) in the 3.6 µm bandpass. First, we manu-
ally masked bright foreground stars and also the brightest shells
that could influence the surface photometry. The surface bright-
1 http://ned.ipac.caltech.edu/
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Fig. 2. Surface brightness profile of NGC 3923 (Spitzer Space telescope
IRAC 3.6 µm bandpass). The semi-major axis of the isophotal ellipses,
Ra, is given on the horizontal axis. Black points with gray error-bars
show the observed profile; the red line shows fit by the sum of two
Sérsic profiles (see Table 2).
ness analysis was done following Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2013,
see also Gil de Paz & Madore 2005, and Muñoz-Mateos et al.
2009). Galaxy isophotes were fitted using the IRAF (Tody 1993)
task ellipse. The galaxy center was obtained using the IRAF
task centroid and the center was kept fixed during the isophote
fitting. The first run of the isophote fitting was carried out with
a linear step of 6′′ in the semi-major axis. The mean ellipticity
of the galaxy (0.316 ± 0.007) defined as 1 − a/b, where a and
b are the semi-major and semi-minor axes, respectively, and the
mean position angle (48.2 ± 0.1)◦ (measured counterclockwise
from the north) were then obtained as intensity weighted means
of individual isophotal ellipse parameters. Then we performed a
second run of the ellipse isophotal analysis, with a linear step
of 2′′ and the position angle and ellipticity fixed to the mean val-
ues. Output of this second run was used to construct the surface
brightness radial profile.
The sky intensity and uncertainties in surface brightness
were obtained following the method of Gil de Paz & Madore
(2005) and Muñoz-Mateos et al. (2009). To obtain the sky level,
we measured the intensity in ten square regions (with the size of
40×40 pixels) randomly situated around the galaxy, far enough
from its center to avoid contamination by the galaxy itself. The
sky intensity was obtained as the mean value in all ten regions.
The uncertainty in surface brightness is calculated as a combi-
nation of the uncertainty of intensity measured along individ-
ual isophotes (part of the ellipse task output) and uncertainty
of the sky intensity measurement (which has two components:
Poisson noise in the sky intensity and possible large-scale varia-
tions due to flat-fielding errors). Following Muñoz-Mateos et al.
(2013), we also applied a correction of the photometric calibra-
tion of IRAC for the extended source photometry. This corrects
the surface brightness measured along an isophote for the ex-
tended emission of the IRAC PSF and diffuse scattering on the
detector. Finally, the surface magnitude was calculated using the
IRAC zero-point of 18.8 mag (according to the IRAC Instrument
Handbook2).
2 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/data/SPITZER/docs/irac/
iracinstrumenthandbook/25/
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Table 2. A two-component Sérsic fit of the Spitzer IRAC image of
NGC 3923 in the 3.6 µm bandpass.
Component µe re n
[mag arcsec−2] [′′]
1 20.5 ± 0.2 235+20−21 5.28+0.52−0.48
2 15.9 ± 0.1 7.58+0.32−0.28 1.53+0.17−0.13
Notes. µe – effective surface brightness of the individual Sérsic profile
components; re – effective radius; n – Sérsic index. The errors indicate
the 95% confidence interval.
The resulting surface brightness radial profile is shown in
Fig. 2. In order to obtain a model of mass distribution of the
galaxy, we fitted the surface brightness by sum of two Sérsic
profiles. Parameters of the fit are listed in Table 2. The fit is also
shown in Fig. 2 by the red line.
The M/L ratio in the 3.6 µm band was obtained using Eq. (4)
in For et al. (2012)
(M/L)3.6 = 0.92 × 101.434(J−Ks)−1.380 − 0.05, (5)
where J and Ks are the magnitudes in the 2MASS (Two Micron
All Sky Survey) J and Ks bands (see Skrutskie et al. 2006). The
two magnitudes were obtained by fitting the 2MASS images of
the galaxy in the J and Ks bands. A sum of two Sérsic profiles
was used again. We get J = 7.44 mag and Ks = 6.51 mag, which
implies (M/L)3.6 = 0.78 in the solar units. The absolute solar
magnitude in the 3.6 µm band is 3.24 mag (Oh et al. 2008).
For these values, we get the total stellar mass of NGC 3923
of 5.1×1011 M, which is close to the value of 5×1011 M given
by Prieur (1988). For comparison, the same author measured the
effective radius of the galaxy as 105 ′′. Sikkema et al. (2007) de-
termined the value of the effective radius as 39 ′′ from the narrow
field-of-view image from Hubble Space Telescope.
The measurements of the mass of the hot X-ray emitting gas
are available up to the radius of 500 ′′. Nagino & Matsushita
(2009) measured the dynamical mass-to-light ratio in the K band
at this radius. Their value differs only by 3% from the one given
by our model of NGC 3923 in MOND, which we derive in Sect.
3 from the distribution of stellar mass. According to Fig. 4 in
Sato & Tawara (1999), NGC 3923 contains an exceptionally low
hot gas fraction among early-type galaxies. Therefore we neglect
its mass.
3. Model of the gravitational potential
The spatial orientation of NGC 3923 is unknown. Our goal is
only to test whether its shell distribution is consistent with
MOND. Therefore, we simply assume that the galaxy is a pro-
late ellipsoid, the axis of which is perpendicular to the direction
toward the observer. If the observer is not situated close enough
to the equatorial plane of the galaxy, the shells might not be vis-
ible or they would not form an axially symmetric structure. The
prolate shape of the galaxy is also preferred because of its minor
axis rotation (Carter et al. 1998). We repeated the test described
in Sect. 4 for an oblate ellipsoid and we get almost the same
results.
Deprojection of the fitted profile was performed to obtain the
volume mass density model. Subsequently, the gravitational ac-
celeration aN was calculated along the galactic major axis in the
classical Newtonian way. The MONDian acceleration aM was
obtained from the algebraic relation (Milgrom 1983c)
aMµ
(
aM
a0
)
= aN. (6)
We choose the successful simple interpolation function (Famaey
& McGaugh 2012)
µ(x) =
x
x + 1
, (7)
and the value of the Milgrom acceleration constant a0 = 1.2 ×
10−10m s−2. We are aware that the use of the algebraic relation
is inexact for a non-spherical galaxy. The calculations of Ciotti
et al. (2006) suggest that this inaccuracy in acceleration is of the
order of several percent.
We treat MOND as a modification of gravity, so the accel-
eration of a particle depends only on its immediate position. In-
tegrating the MONDian acceleration along the major axis of the
galaxy one gets the potential and can use Eqs. (1)–(4) to evaluate
the shell positions at any time after releasing the stars from the
secondary at the center of the primary.
4. Are the shell radii of NGC3923 consistent with
MOND?
Shells in NGC 3923, as in other shell galaxies, were probably
formed in several generations. Its extreme shell radial range
points to it. The progenitor of the shells was disrupted by sev-
eral subsequent passages through the center of NGC 3923, part
by part at each passage. The set of shells originating from the
same passage is called the generation. For the purposes of the
following test, it is convenient to define the sign of the N-th gen-
eration: If the secondary reached the primary center from north
during its N-th infall, we put oN = 1; otherwise oN = −1.
In order to compare the radii of the observed shells with
those calculated using Eqs. (1)–(4) one has to 1) interpret the ob-
served shells, i.e., to assign a shell number and generation num-
ber to each of the observed shells, and 2) to choose the ages of
the individual generations, tN . Those are free parameters. If our
potential is the right one, the model of shell propagation is flaw-
less and the shell radii are measured absolutely precisely, then it
is possible to identify the true interpretation, which satisfies
rm,N(tN) = rλoN (8)
for the all observed shells. In this equation, the observed shell
labeled λ is interpreted as the shell number m from the N-th gen-
eration released at the time tN before the observation. The radius
rλ is that listed in the Col. 2 of Table 1 and rm,N is the radius of
the m-th shell calculated using Eqs. (1)–(4) with the added sign.
We note again that we define the sign of rm,N as positive for odd
m and negative in the other case.
Equation (8) stands as the basis of our test of the potential,
in which we try to find the right interpretation of the observed
shells and the time passed since the individual collisions. An in-
terpretation of the observed shells can be considered as plausible
if the following criteria hold true:
– The relative difference
∣∣∣[rm,N(tN) − rλoN] /rλ∣∣∣ is small for all
the observed shells and appropriate ages of the generations.
– Only a few shells escape observations. When a generation
is formed, stars are released from the secondary with ener-
gies forming a continuous interval. Therefore, we expect the
numbers of the observed shells from a generation to form a
series of subsequent integers. If a number is missing in this
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Fig. 3. Calculated time evolution of shell radii in our potential (black curves). The observed radii of shells plus 5% uncertainty boundaries
(horizontal lines). The shells from the same generations are marked by identical colors. The age of a generation is marked by the vertical line of
the same color. The calculated shell radii should ideally reach their observed values at the times marked by the vertical lines. The shells can be
identified in Table 1 by their labels. The other two columns on the right denote the identified generation to which the shell belongs and its number.
The signs of the shells from the first column of Table 1 had to be multiplied by the value in Col. to take into account the directions of the individual
collisions. The sign of shell i was switched since it is interpreted as shell h encircling the galaxy. The two innermost shells probably come from
the fourth generation and were not formed in the manner that our model assumes.
series, a shell must be escaping observations. If a sufficient
number of shells are allowed to be missing in an interpre-
tation, it is easy to fulfill the remaining criteria for virtually
any set of shell radii.
– Not many generations are present. The reason is similar to
that of the previous point.
– The (N + 1)-th generation is younger than the N-th genera-
tion, for any N, i.e., tI > tII > tIII > . . .
– The time difference between the subsequent passages of the
secondary shortens because the galaxy is decelerated by dy-
namical friction.
– At every infall, the secondary reaches the center of the pri-
mary from the side opposite the previous one, i.e., oI =
−oII = oIII = . . .
If no interpretation satisfies these criteria, it means that the po-
tential is incorrect, or that the model of shell radii evolution is
too rough, or even that many not yet observed shells exist.
However, we succeeded in finding an interpretation that com-
plies with these criteria for 25 outermost shells of NGC 3923
very well. Maximum deviation of observed and calculated shell
radii is 5.4%. The identified shell numbers and generations are
presented in the Cols. 3 and 4 of Table 1. The interpretation is
also apparent from Fig. 3. In this figure, the evolution of cal-
culated shell positions is depicted by the black curves. The ob-
served shell radii, after the multiplication by the sign of their
parent generation, are marked by the horizontal lines. The 25
outermost observed shells originate from three generations. In
Fig. 3, shells from the same generations are marked by the same
color: red, green, and blue. The age of the generations is marked
by the tree vertical lines. The calculated shell radii should ideally
reach their observed values at the age of the generation. The ages
of individual generations are tI = 2688 Myr, tII = 631 Myr, and
tIII = 364 Myr. The ages were chosen so that the maximum of
relative deviations in each generation is minimized. According
to the presented interpretation, the sign of the first generation is
oI = −1, meaning that the secondary originally collided with the
primary from south along the major axis of the primary.
We have checked that these results remain practically un-
changed if the galaxy is assumed to be an oblate ellipsoid.
5. Discussion
As explained in Sect. 2, a significant part of the deviations can
be caused by observational uncertainty of the shell radii, for ex-
ample, as can be seen in Fig. D.1 of Sikkema et al. (2007), their
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shell no. 16 is very faint and diffuse. It was not even detected by
Prieur (1988). This is our shell labeled l, which causes the largest
deviation. If we exclude this shell, the optimal age of the second
generation comes out 621 Myr and the deviations of the second
generation shells drop below 3.9%.
If this interpretation of shells is correct, shells 6 and 7 of
the first generation are escaping observation. This can happen
because even several of the already known shells are at the limits
of detectability (see Fig. D.1 of Sikkema et al. 2007). Shells 6
and 7 should be located approximately at the radii of −390 and
450 arcseconds.
Shells can be observed only at the distances where a suffi-
cient number of stars have apocenters. Accordingly, every shell
disappears when it grows too big. The lower the shell number,
the sooner the shell vanishes. For the same reason, new shells
appear at a certain minimum radius. The minimum and maxi-
mum radii are common for all the shells from the same genera-
tion. That is why the shells with low and high numbers can be
unobservable.
There are three pairs of shells in Table 1 that violate the inter-
leaving in radius: i– j, p–q, and w–x. There are several possible
reasons for this: 1) some shells with radii between the pair were
missed by observations; 2) one shell of the pair comes from a dif-
ferent generation from the other; or 3) a dynamical phenomenon
is present that is not included in our model. According to the pre-
sented interpretation, a missing shell must exist between shells
w and x. This is credible because there is a dust cloud visible
in Fig. D.1 of Sikkema et al. (2007) at the expected position of
the missing shell (between shells 3 and 6 in their figure). The
pair p–q is interpreted as two shells from different generations.
Shell i of the remaining pair i– j seems to be a part of shell h
encircling the whole galaxy, because the radii of h and i are very
close to each other. As our unpublished simulations show (like
those described in Ebrová et al. 2012), the interleaving in radius
does not always have to be a strict law. For some common poten-
tials (e.g., Navarro-Frenk-White, de Vaucouleurs), shells can be
formed which encircle the whole galaxy. Their radius is still well
approximated by Eqs. (1)-(4) (with a deviation of a few percent).
The ellipticity of the potential helps to keep the shells confined
to the double cone (Hernquist & Quinn 1989).
We do not present an unequivocal explanation of the origin
of the two innermost shells. They probably come from the fourth
generation. Equations (1)–(4) come from the assumption that
the stars are always released from the secondary when it passes
through the primary center. However, it is possible that the sec-
ondary was peeled so much by the third passage that its remnant
was disrupted by the tidal force before it reached the center for
the fourth time. The assumption of radiality of the stellar orbits
may be too crude for these shells at smallest radii.
At the moment, we are not able to guarantee that the shell
interpretation we have presented is the only one possible. The
probability with which it is possible to interpret equally well an
arbitrary set of shell radii is also unknown. These questions will
be the topic of our next paper.
6. Summary
We showed that the distribution of shell radii observed in the
galaxy NGC 3923 is consistent with MOND, at least up to the
current level of knowledge of the shell formation process. The
relative deviations of shell radii in our model from observation
are maximally 5.4% for 25 out of the 27 known shells (Table
1, last column). The order of these deviations coincides with
the order of the uncertainty in radii of the observed shells orig-
inating from the smoothness of their edges. This result removes
the shade of doubt shed on MOND by the work of Hernquist &
Quinn (1987b), who state that the shell distribution of NGC 3923
contradicts MOND.
No tuning of potential was needed. Fixed values of the
galaxy distance and mass-to-light ratio were used. They come
from sources independent of the shell positions (Sect. 2).
We have assumed that MOND is the modification of gravity
and that the algebraic relation between the MONDian and New-
tonian accelerations holds sufficiently precisely.
The model of the mass distribution of the shell galaxy
NGC 3923 was derived on the basis of the Spitzer IRAC 3.6 µm
bandpass data. The fit parameters can be found in Table 2. The
total mass of the galaxy came out to be 5.1×1011 M. The MON-
Dian gravitational potential was calculated using the algebraic
relation (6) and the simple interpolation function (7) along the
major axis of the galaxy. The modeled shell radii were calculated
using the formulas in Eqs. (1)–(4) that come from the assumption
that the shells are formed during a radial minor galactic merger
and that the shells are made of stars near apocenters that move
in radial orbits.
This work is the first re-investigation of the topic. It can be
improved in numerous aspects. First of all, one can calculate the
MONDian acceleration field using the equations of one of the
full MOND theories, instead of the approximative algebraic rela-
tion. The credibility of our results, the decay of the secondary in
3-4 generations, the age differences between them and the num-
ber of created shells, should be verified by full self-consistent
simulations, like those performed by Tiret & Combes (2008),
for example. The self-consistent simulation would also clarify
the question already raised by Milgrom (1988): how does the
external field effect influence the formation of shells? The decay
of the secondary is expected to be more gradual in the modified
than in the classical dynamics. The external field effect works as
if the gravitational constant inside the secondary decreased as it
moves deeper in the potential well of the primary.
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